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We help institutional investors achieve better outcomes by 
integrating risk data and commercial insight

When you’re assessing your portfolio’s natural resource holdings, or 
benchmarking a company before engaging them, have you fully factored in 
their operational risk context? Whether it be ESG issues, climate change 
or political risk, our Corporate Exposure Tool (CET) combines Verisk 
Maplecroft’s leading global risk dataset with Wood Mackenzie’s asset-
level commercial metrics to help you inform your investment process and 
engagement strategies with objective data:

 Unique A pioneering alliance of two world class datasets

 Trusted 10+ years data on 150+ risks and 198 countries  

 Expert Access 60+ specialists for support beyond our data

 Commercial Reserves, production, capex & NPV10 metrics
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Evaluate and engage on company and asset risks with our ESG and climate data
Verisk Maplecroft has longstanding experience helping our customers gain fresh insight through unique and holistic data analysis.

150+
Global risk issues

3,000
Oil and gas companies

10,000+
Onshore and offshore fields

Our solutions
We empower portfolio managers
and ESG analysts to understand and 
anticipate the political, economic, social, 
climate and environmental risks driving 
global markets. Use us for ESG integration 
and geopolitical risk optimisation 
& management.

ESG risk
Run an entity risk assessment against 
predefined environmental, social and 
governance risks

Climate change risk
Understand  the exposure of assets 
and companies to physical climate 
change and transition risk

Political and operational risk
The most important political, 
economic, security, health and natural 
hazard risks facing companies in 
your portfolio

Compliance
Screen entities against key compliance 
risks like corruption, trade sanctions, 
or trafficking in persons

IFC Performance Standards
Risk indices selected to align with the 
IFC’s environmental and social risk 
management responsibilities

SASB Materiality Framework
Risk view to understand the exposure 
of companies and assets against the 
SASB standards

Sustainable development goals
The United Nation’s blueprint with 17 
goals to achieve a better and more 
sustainable future for all



Your workflows are supported by our holistic approach

For more information about the tool or to request a demo please contact us on info@maplecroft.com

Verisk Maplecroft is a Verisk business.
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Scorecard
Understand the risks facing single assets

Comparison
Compare a company to another company or 
a group of companies, or an asset to another 
asset or a selected group of assets

150
Global risk issues

3,000 
Oil & Gas companies

10,000+ 
onshore and offshore 

fields
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Identify risk and opportunity
Our objective data allows you to make systematic assessments across your invested companies’ 

global operations at the asset-level. Coupled with our expert analysis on key issues and regions, we 
provide you with insights on your portfolio’s risk exposure at any time.

Benchmark your investments
Our expert-curated combinations of risk issues align with key risk standards and disclosure 

frameworks to enable you to evaluate the exposure of your investments to operating environment 
shifts, the impacts of strategic acquisitions & divestments, and against the actions of industry peers.

Engage with companies and your stakeholders
Pre-set collections of risk issues on topics like climate change or water stress enable you to ask 

companies better questions, to engage on specific, targeted issues, and clearly demonstrate how 
you’re fulfilling your mandate.

Enhanced engagement

Unbiased approach

Better decisions

Improved returns

Clearer communication

ESG integration

Investment screening

TCFD alignment

Portfolio Management

Stakeholder reporting

Core functionalities
Intuitive dashboards enable a range of use cases, from a quick scan of data to sophisticated analysis

Portfolio
Run risk scenarios to understand the impact of 
M&A, new business and exploration on company 
asset portfolios

Download
Select companies, assets, countries, regions and 
other parameters to download the entire data for 
the selection, (5 years back and 5 years into the 
future) as a CSV file


